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INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic reconnection (MR) [1, 2] is a process by 
which oppositely directed magnetic field lines passing 
plasma undergo dramatic rearrangement, converting 
magnetic potential into kinetic energy and heat. It is 
believed to play an important role in many plasma 
phenomena including solar flares [3, 4], star formation 
[5], and other astrophysical events [6], laser-driven 
plasma jets [7], and fusion plasma instabilities [8].  

Laser driven MR experiments have been shown the 
potential scientific interests in which the plasma 
parameter space has not been previously accessible in 
laboratory [9-13]. However, because of the complex and 
three-dimensional effect of high-energy density laser 
plasmas, there still exist debates on laser driven magnetic 
reconnection such as the production of high speed jets, 
the competition of thermal plasmas' collisions and 
reconnection dissipation and so on. A simple and easily 
controlled magnetic field is required for magnetic 
reconnection in high-field environment. 

Recent Fujioka et al [14] reported a near 10 MG 
magnetic field could be produced with a high-energy 
laser to drive a millimeter-scale single-turn capacity coil 
target. This device shows a large potential interest for 
laboratory astrophysics study of this kind of B field will 
arrive the level in white dwarfs and the atmosphere of 
neutron stars. The study of high magnetic-field 
reconnection would be beneficial for not only magnetic 
reconnection physics but also the understanding of 
extreme astrophysical environment.   
   For producing uniform magnetic fields, a Helmholtz 
coil target [15] is used, which consists of two plates 
connected by two wires that are bent into a circular shape. 
The plates are parallel and separated typically by a few 
hundred microns. The adding of photoionized plasma 
near the two wires together with magnetic fields can also 
induce the happening of magnetic reconnection (MR). In 

this paper, we report the first experiment on MR with a 
Helmholtz target. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup for laser driven magnetic 
reconnection, the inset shows the topology of 
reconnection in a Helmholtz target. 

EXPERIMENTS 
   
   Three synchronized Gekko XII (#7, #8, #9) laser 
beams, with a wavelength of λ =1.05 µm and total 
energy of 1.8 kJ in half of ns, are focused onto the first 
plate through the hole of the second plate as shown in 
Fig. 1. Each beam is focused to a focal spot diameter of 
50-100 µm in full width at half maximum (FWHM), 
giving an incident laser intensity of ~7 × 1016 W cm-2. 
Two Cu plates are separated with a distance of 300 µm. 
Two connecting wires are displaced with 500 µm. Both 
wires and plates are 100 µm thick. The size of hole on 
the second plate is 2100 µm, which ensures three Gekko 
beams can inject into the first plate. There are many 
optical diagnostic tools in this collaboration experiment 
series. Most of them are for the shadowgraphy and 
interferometry but with different modes such as streaked, 



framing imaging systems et al. The measurement of 
B-field is most important in this experiment. Faraday 
rotation is chosen. In order to protect the Faraday 
medium one Pb shield plate is placed between the wire 
and medium as shown in Fig.1. 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Shadow images of Helmholtz target at (a) 0 ns 
and (b) 4 ns. The Faraday medium (Silica prism) can see 
clearly at 0 ns while it is opaque after laser shooting. 

Fig.2 shows typical shadow images of experiments. 
When the probing beam was set 0 ns delay, one can see 
clearly the shape of target, including coils and silica used 
as Faraday’s medium. After 4 ns delay, the coil itself 
turns expansion. The silica is opaque, and the probe 
beam cannot pass through.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

   Opaque silica led probe light cannot be passed 
through, which also caused difficulties for measuring 
magnetic fields with Faraday's rotation. Although 
considering the X-ray radiation, shielding and other 
factors, it found that even in the order of hundred 
picoseconds silica can quickly become opaque. 
Magnetization of the material may be the main reason. 
The similar experiment was also performed on 
Shenguang II lasers at Shanghai. We observed very clear 
magnetic reconnection phenomena. Considering the 
difference between the Shenguang and Gekko 
experiments, the laser wavelength is maybe the main 
reason for the reconnection experiment. We used 3ω 
lasers on shenguang II, which can produce much more 
X-rays than Gekko lasers (1ω). Those X-rays can ionize 
the wires enough and produce the low-density plasmas to 
serve the reconnection. On Gekko lasers, much high 
B-fields are possible produced while there is no plasma 
near the wires. In future, we will try to consider the 
low-density plasma source near the wires.  
    In conclusion, we have performed a reconnection 
experiment with Gekko lasers in which the magnetic 
fields are produced with a capacity coil target. The B 
field cannot be measured for the Faraday medium 
because it is possible magnetized by high B fields. The 

reconnection is also not be triggered for there is no 
enough reconnection plasmas near the wires. 
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